NORTHUMBRIA
BLOOD BIKES
May 2015 Newsletter

£2.50

(Nah, just kidding, still free)

Activities in the last four weeks:
April:
11th
12th
13th
17th
18th
19th
20th
21st
22nd
23rd
25th
25th
25th
26th

Fundraising - ASDA Benton
Prescott Bike Festival
Vertu Motors Presentation
Northern Trauma Network Conference
Fundraising – ASDA Byker
A Surprise for Ruby
Sedgefield residents Presentation
Darlington & Stockton Times article
Cramlington Rotary Presentation
Bike Photoshoot
Durham Auto Jumble
Coffee morning
Tri4Max Triathlon
Tri4Max Mini Triathlon

May:
01st
01st
04th
09th

Aviva Community Fund appeal launched
Provincial Grand Lodge of Northumberland
Sunderland Steam Spectacular
Bishop Auckland Fire Station Open Day

Cover photo: Richard Scholfield and Owain Harris happened to
be at the Great North Air Ambulance base at Langwathby with
our Madathlon bike “Bella” for a cheque presentation when a
live shout came in… So Owain grabbed this photo of the takeoff with our bike still on the helicopter pad! (Details page 15)

NEW PATRON FOR NORTHUMBRIA BLOOD BIKES
Northumbria
Blood
Bikes
is
extremely pleased to announce
that
Professor
Bob
Jarman,
Consultant in Emergency Medicine
at The Newcastle upon Tyne
Hospitals NHS Foundation Trust,
and lead accident & emergency
consultant at Gateshead's Queen
Elizabeth Hospital has agreed to
become our second patron along
with the BBC’s Carol Malia
(below).

Bob also brings immense enthusiasm and energy to the role and
we look forward to his support in the future. Along with Carol
Malia he hopes to attend our next members open meeting
(Thursday 4th June, 7:30pm) to chat to as many members as
possible.

Bob has a vast amount of
experience
within
emergency
medicine, is a visiting professor at
Teeside University and sits on a
number of significant national and
international bodies.

We’re still finalizing a venue for the open meeting, so please
keep an eye on our website, forum and social media for the
impending announcement of the location. Hope to see you there,
it’s open to the public as well as members…..all are welcome!

Sedgefield Residents Association:
The Sedgefield Residents Federation, established for over
fifteen years, is moving on to bigger things. It has
achieved all of the goals it was originally formed for, and
is leaving it’s current form and being amalgamated into
the larger Durham group. At their last meeting, they took
a vote and decided where the money left over would go;
over £500 would go to Blood Bikes and £1,000 to the
Great North Air Ambulance.
So, on Monday 20th April, Alan Ross and Owain Harris
attended the Ladder Centre, Ferryhill, together with a
Representative of the Great North Air Ambulance, and were presented with a cheque for £529.00.
They was also a photographer from the Northern Echo in attendance, so it would appear that we
have gained a little media attention too! Many thanks, Sedgefied Residents, for your kind donation:
We’ll make sure it is used wisely to help maintain our service and save the NHS money!
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INTRODUCING
OUR NEW BIKE!
It’s been a long time coming, this one, but here’s
a sneek peek at our latest addition to the fleet.
This is “Auckland”, continuing the castles theme,
a Honda ST1300 Pan-European, which will be
entering regular service very soon.
As you can see from the image, there’s still a
little more work to do, but we thought you’d be
interested to see our progress.
“Auckland” brings our current total to six bikes,
and is our seventh since the charity first started.

Time to move on for Barry Bullas…
Having served as Membership Officer since the charity was first formed, Barry Bullas has regrettably
informed the committee he will not be standing again for the role at the AGM in September.
A new role at work is involving more travel, and he will have less time to fulfil the charity obligations
as his daytime work develops. The committee are expressing great regret as well as appreciation for
all the work Barry has done. He still aims to continue as a volunteer with us when circumstances allow.
This means of course that we will need to find a member who would be prepared to shadow Barry
until the AGM so that they could learn the role. They would be co-opted onto the committee until
Then, and would need to stand for election if
they wished to take the role on for the year.
If you would like to find out more about the
role, please contact Barry Bullas via email at

Don’t forget, our (voluntary) committee
positions are all open to election each year.
Any member wishing to have a greater
influence on the progression of the charity can
stand for election to any of the posts held.

membership@northumbriabloodbikes.org.uk

He’s happy to talk about the role and
help you to decide if it’s for you.
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Monday 13th April: Owain Harris paid a visit to Vertu Motors on Team Valley Business Park, where
the staff had been collecting for us via sales in their tuck shop. They must eat a lot: they donated
over £1000.00! 'Octagon' was the blood bike in attendance, and pictured on it (inset below) is Jayne
Moody, who admits to having more than one bike… lucky girl!

SPENNYMOOR FIRE STATION…. NOW A BASE:
We’re pleased to announce that we now have a bike based at
Spennymoor Community Fire Station for our members in the
south of the region to have less travelling when volunteering
for us.
Station Manager Steve Cummings (a biker himself), is very keen
to work with us and welcomes us there. We are able to park
the bike in a designated place in the main "Garage" much like
the NEAS stations, but bigger. Access to the station will be by
swipe card secured in a key safe at the main gate.
The station is new modern and has all the facilities we will need. GNAAS (the Great North Air
Ambulance Service) also do regular exercises there. Steve's commanding officers are also keen for us
to use the station; their aim is to open their locations to other "emergency services" working together.
This is currently a trial while we assess the responses from the volunteers in the vicinity. The “south",
rider numbers are growing, so uptake of shifts will be easier for those in striking distance of the
station. Full instructions for parking, access etc. are available in the members section of our website,
together with videos which show the approach to the site.
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PRESCOTT 12th April, Cheltenham, Gloucestershire:
Prescott Bike festival is an annual event in Cheltenham which is aimed at raising funds and awareness
for blood bike groups across the nation. Despite being such a long way out of our area, Northumbria
make every effort to attend and contribute to the success of the event, with publicity material,
vehicles and information. It’s a great opportunity to meet similar groups from all over the UK, and
share contacts, ideas, and knowledge. Last years’ event gave us a lead which resulted in the two
Madathlon bikes (one of which is pictured above) being offered to us at a fantastic discount.
Although no funds are raised specifically for Northumbria, some of the proceeds from the event are
used by NABB, the Nationwide Association of Blood Bikes, to subsidise equipment and services that we
use. For example, as NABB members we can get discounted uniforms, tracking devices and vehicle
recovery memberships, all of which are funded by proceeds from this (and other) events.
Pictured left are Geoff Spencer (training) and Graham
Moor (Publicity), as they attempt to “Owainise” the
Skoda Yeti (bring it up to pristine, showroom condition).
- The event takes place on a field and everything gets
the inevitable covering of mud during the set-up of the
gazebos and display vehicles.
There was also a procession of bloodbikes who rode a
lap of honour around the Prescott Hill track, to mark
both the opening and closing of the events activities.
It’s a great social event with the chance to rub
shoulders with like-minded volunteers from around
fifteen regional blood bike groups. If you missed it this
time, we’d strongly recommend you put your name
down early for next year! Keep an eye out for photos
and videos on our social media sites and on the official
Prescott bike festival website:
www.prescottbikefestival.co.uk
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Saturday 11th April; before the ink was
even dry on the last newsletter, the
fundraising volunteers were out in
force.
Pictured
left
are
Jerry
Trowbridge, Amy Barlow & her dad
Nigel, at the Benton ASDA.
Quite a busy Saturday it was, too: We
had one bike and a car en-route to
Prescott, two bikes and our Kangoo van
at ASDA, as well as covering the regular
Blood on Board run and all our local
hospital calls!
It’s this kind of volunteering that keeps us on the road…
Lately we’ve been seeing fuel bills in excess of £2000.00
per month, all of which has to be found from
supermarket collections, corporate sponsorship and
public generosity. Please consider offering an hour or two
of your time to help us to keep our service running!

...Just one week later on Saturday 18th
April came the event that we nearly had to
cancel! We were really struggling to find
volunteers for this fundraising day, but
luckily a few stepped in at the last minute
and saved the day. A good job they did,
too….because we raised over £355.00 in
just one afternoon.
We were also able to spread word about
our group to a new audience as this was our
first appearance in the Byker superstore.
Thanks as always to the volunteers who helped:
Barry Bullas and his son James (Above), Anthony
Simm, Debbie Todd and Matt Spencer (left).
Oh and if you were wondering about the above
picture, it’s okay to bring your son or daughter to
these events to help out…. Much more fun than being
stuck at home with them, watching Horrid Henry!
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Upcoming event: Consett Fire Station

06/06/15

Northumbria Blood Bikes are going to be
attending a big event at Consett Fire Station
which features representatives of many of the
UK’s
uniformed
services.
Fire,
Police,
Ambulance, Army, Navy & many more will be
attending, and there will be displays by police
dogs, a rock climbing wall, face painting
etc....with free admission for all.
We're hoping to have a bike., mini-motos for kids
to climb on and maybe a car, space permitting!
It takes place on Saturday 6th June, 10am-5pm, at
Consett Fire Station, Villa Real Road, DH8 6BH.
Our members can volunteer to attend this event
to represent us by adding their name to the entry
on our forum…. It should be a really good day!

Northern Trauma Network Regional Conference:
Friday 17th April: Sue and Owain Harris attended this major Conference at the Hilton, Gateshead.
They were allowed to park the Yeti right outside the main entrance doors, and were given a prime
'pitch' inside to set up (below). They were looked after by Laura Sen - senior medical secretary to
Associate Medical Director at the RVI! Some early networking was the order of the day: with this many
'pros' around from the medical profession, they were not about to let the opportunity pass us by.
One of the presentations was by our very own Dr Rachel Hawes, on the workings of the 'Blood on
Board' project, and she made mention of the excellent work done by both us and Cumbria Blood Bikes,
also thanking the Henry Surtees Foundation for their generosity in providing us with a vehicle.
Special thanks also goes to
our own Sean Storey, who
was
attending
the
conference in his official
works capacity, but kindly
came fully dressed on one of
the Madathlon bikes - 'Claire'.
It was a day for mixing,
networking, and publicising
our existence, a long day but
mosrt certainly worthwhile.
The conference left us with
some good leads to follow
up, and promises of more
work
for
Blood
Bikes.
Story: Owain Harris.
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WE NEED YOUR HELP
to win

£25,000.00
Do you remember last year, when we asked you all to vote for Northumbria Blood
Bikes for the Nationwide “Big Local” Charity award? …you did, and we won!
We
have now applied for a similar charity funding incentive from Aviva Insurance, and
we need your help to vote for us again….this time for a massive donation (if we win)
of £25,000.00!
In a similar way to the last appeal, we need your votes, lots of them.
Everyone who participates has ten votes they can give, and there’s no cost
whatsoever. Simply go to our website, click the link on our front page, and register
with your email address. – You’ll get a confirmation email with a link to click which
confirms that you’re email is genuine. Then, you vote for us….and that’s it! There’s
nothing stopping you from voting again if you have another email address you can
use, and you can also ask family and friends to register their vote too.

Please share this far and wide, ask your family, work
colleagues, neighbours, facebook pals etc., and get
voting. Please help us to compete for this huge
contribution to our life-saving cause. We need you!
Visit our website (front page):

www.northumbriabloodbikes.org.uk
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19th April: A nice surprise for a regular contributor!
Volunteers Brian Slassor and Steve
Rawlings paid a surprise visit to a
little girl who had just been given
the all clear from cancer after
over two years of Intense
treatment.
Ruby is a great fan of the blood
bikes and always puts money in
our buckets when we are at Asda
in Benton. The visit was planned
for her home, but at last minute
her mum had to attend A&E at
North Tyneside General Hospital
so they diverted there. Brian
made it even more special by
presenting Ruby and her sister
with Teddy bears!
After having the photos taken
Ruby then ran back in to the
hospital and told all the nurses
and the people waiting what we
had done for her… hopefully she
now knows that her support for
the charity is appreciated!
Many thanks to Brian and Steve for
an excellent idea which only goes
to show that a little gesture can
make
a
big
impression….
(Photos / article published with parental consent)

25th April Coffee morning:
Members of Northumbria and Cumbria
Blood Bikes gathered together for an
informal coffee morning at Brockbushes
Farm Shop and Tea Rooms in
Stocksfield, Corbridge. It was an
excellent turn out despite pretty poor
weather and two other NBB events
taking place on the same day. Well done
to John Parish for finding a meeting
location suitable for both groups…. It
was quite a challenge as the first three
choices had to be abandoned!
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Northumbria Blood Bikes in the media this month:
11th Apr: Newcastle Chronicle had a
feature highlighting the role of the
military in benefitting our health
services. “Blood on Board” was used
as a case-study, and Northumbria &
Cumbria blood bike groups were
mentioned credited with contributing
towards the schemes success.
17th Apr: Shields Gazette ran a
feature on the Great North Dog Walk
event launch, with photos of the
blood bike, car, and our volunteers.
(Owain & Sue are on the right of the
Gazette picture below).
21st Apr: Darlington & Stockton Times
featured the donation of £500+ from
Sedgefield Residents Assoc’n (right)
25th Apr: The Shields Gazette had
another article about the Great North
Dog Walk, with the organiser
explaining
why
he
wanted
Northumbria Blood Bikes to be one of
the beneficiaries of the event.
4th May: Jesmond Local ran a feature on the “Bright
RED” charity fun run through Jesmond Dene on 17th
May, announcing that Northumbria Blood Bikes will
be attending.
9th May: Bishop FM radio station did a 6-minute
interview with Graham Moor about the work of NBB
while he was attending the Fire Station open day.
They also ran a feature (below) with the
interview available for playback.
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`

Cramlington Rotary Club: 22nd April:
Volunteer John Parish had the pleasure of attending a meeting of
Cramlington Rotary Club at The Stannington Arms near Morpeth,
where he was treated to an evening meal and presented with a
cheque for £500. This was raised on our behalf by Cramlington
Rotary at a recent fundraising event held on 23rd March… which
we featured in our April newsletter.

The presentation was followed by John
giving an update on the progress of our
charity and a question and answer
session. John was made to feel very
welcome with an offer of help at any
future NBB fundraising events in the
Cramlington area. There were some good
recommendations for future fundraising
events which John will address with
Owain
(Publicity)
and
Graham
(Fundraising) soon. Pictured right is
Stephen Perola, President of Cramlington
Rotary, with NBB’s John Parish.

Bloodbikes supports the Tri4Max weekend:
NBB were contacted by Paul Taylor who was doing
an olympic triathlon for his 2 year old godson - Max
McKeown, diagnosed with Acute Lymphoblastic
Leukaemia. “He has a long 3 year treatment
programme ahead of him to cure him of the
cancer. To acknowledge and support the wonderful
work on ward 4 at the Great North Children's
Hospital and to the pay homage to Max's fight I
wanted to do something to raise funds for his
wards and challenge myself to the max for Max...”
So on Saturday April 25th Paul did a triathlon for
Max, swimming 1500m, cycling 40km and running
10km, raising over £2000.00 in sponsorship.
Sunday 26th also saw a 'mini-triathlon’ for the
children, where 10 of Max's friends aged between 2
years and 10 years swam in the junior pool at
Cramlington Leisure Centre, before riding their
bikes to the park where they enjoyed a picnic.
Northumbria Blood Bikes were there both days, with a car, bike and gazebo for the mini-triathlon, and
additional support for the cycle part of the main event. The car and bikes - big and small, proved
pretty popular, and Sue was on duty as 'school teacher' to keep things running smoothly.
The parents were very appreciative of the effort that the charity had made over the two days, and
held an impromptu collection which was very generous! Many thanks to Owain, Sue and Phiippa for
supporting this event.
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"Claire" gets a pamper day:
Northumbria Blood Bikes were recently
asked to assist in lending a bike for a
photo shoot regarding the Tyne Bridge.
Now the clever part is that the bike did
not have to be at the bridge for this to
happen... some clever computer work will
do that!
After speaking to a friend who owns a
construction company, Owain managed to
get access to an empty industrial unit.
'Claire', one of our Madathlon bikes,
started the day with a wash and brush up,
before making her way to the location
where we met Chris Henderson the
photographer. A lot of time was spent
actually setting up, getting the bike level,
the angles just so, and lots of trial shots
resulting in moving lights and reflectors
around until he was happy. Chris also set
up a Twitter shot which should be
tweeted out by now, so more publicity
there.
The hardest part was spinning each of the
wheels by hand to get the blurring effect,
with a black reflector behind the wheels
you get a transparent effect as the spokes
disappear - clever!
After a couple of hours, Chris had the
shot he wanted, and we packed up and
left, Claire was returned to Netherby
Drive before the traffic got too bad, and
Owain headed home. The final result is
still a work in progress, but a rough draft
of what the finished product should look
like is shown below……
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Durham Auto-Jumble:
Saturday, April 25th saw a Blood Bike and
gazebo at the Durham Auto-Jumble in
Langley Park. It was a great success and had
plenty of visitors, despite the main route
towards the event being closed due to a
serious accident. Pictured left are volunteers
Nathan Harold and Anthony Smith. Thanks
also to Debbie Todd who was there and took
these photos!

Andromeda is coming:
Following investigation and testing by a group of members, and subsequent approval by a ballot of
the members, NBB is moving ahead with the purchase and introduction of an Andromeda radio
system for operational use. In the first phase the system will be covering the three duty bike riders
and the two duty car drivers and puts them in two-way communication with each other and with our
in-house shift controllers. Additionally, the radios can be tracked and with the aid of GPS technology
the precise locations of all of the radios can be monitored over the internet by our shift controllers.
We have always been conscious that our riders and drivers work
mostly alone, and often in the dead of night - being able to track
the members while they are out on duty is a major boost to our
capability and security.
Pilot units have been delivered and a small team is working to put
together the processes, procedures and learning materials that we
need to support the system. Our membership secretary is arranging
with riders to swap their hi-viz jacket for one with a radio mount
fitted and is distributing belt-loop carriers to our drivers.
We are working towards launching the system at the
open meeting in June (where we hope we’ll be
able to have a live demonstration) followed by
a couple of weeks of familiarisation events
with the radios entering into service
on June 22nd.
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Sunderland Steam Spectacular:
Sunday 3rd & Monday 4th May:
Miserable weather on the Sunday (pictured right)
resulted in us having to cancel our attendance, as
the winds were too strong for the Gazebo to stay
upright…. Besides which there were hardly any
visitors as torrential rain set in for most of the
morning.
The Monday, however, brought lovely sunshine,
and thousands of visitors. We were lucky enough to
get a prime position next to the main entrance.
Alan Ross brought the duty bike for a while to add
to the display, and a constant stream of kids
clambered over the bikes while the parents kindly
popped loose change into our buckets.
Many thanks to Nigel Barlow, Alan Ross, Chris
Mitchell, Alan Dalgarno, Owain & Sue Harris who
helped with this busy event, and especially to
those who braved the elements on the first day!
Story: Owain Harris / Alan Ross
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The Provincial Grand Lodge of Northumberland…
Friday 1st May saw Northumbria Blood Bike members Owain Harris and Richard Scholfield attend the
Great North Air Ambulance Service base at Langwathby where they were being presented with a cheque
for £1000.00 from the Provincial Grand Lodge of Northumberland. Assistant Provincial Grand Master –
Brian Denton & Provincial Communications Officer-George Sanga were on hand to do the honours, along
with Stacy Hucker (Public Liaison Manager for Cumbria GNAAS) and of course the 'on duty' flight crew.
We had been blessed with glorious weather - unlike last time, and were just in the process of getting a
few shots in when a real shout came in! …Resulting in the lovely cover photo for this months’ front page.
The crew scrambled the aircraft, and that as they say was that! Thanks to Brian and George, and of
course the Provincial Grand Lodge of Northumberland for their generous donation.
Story: Owain / Richard.

Forthcoming event: Morpeth Fair
We are due to have a stand and have been invited to lead
the parade of bikes and cars for this years’ Morpeth Fair
on Sunday 14th June.
We'll need lots of help from volunteers, and at least two
bikes (the bike at the stand won't be able to get out to
lead the parade).If you’re able to help, please get in
touch, either through our website or through the contact
details on the next page.
-Hope to see you there!
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FUTURE EVENTS FOR YOUR DIARY:
Lots of things happening, and we need your help to support them! If you can help, even if only for
a couple of hours, please contact us….information is at the bottom of this page.
May
Saturday

16
May

Saturday

16
May

Sunday

17
May

Sunday

17

Morrisons, Blaydon
A cracking store and a prime location, on the busiest shopping day of the
week. Collection and awareness event in the store. Come & say Hello!
Fastlane Show, Hexham
10am-3pm Hexham Auction Market, Tyne Green, Hexham NE46 3SG.
A great day out with Ferrari, Porsche & Corvette clubs attending.
Adults £6, Children under 16 Free. NBB awareness stand & bike.
DogWise, 10am-4pm Houghall Campus, Durham City DH1 3SG.
-Part of the Houghall Spring Show. Admission £1, free parking. The All
things canine, with Durham Police Dog Support Unit doing some displays
in the main arena.
Freeman Fun Run, Paddy Freemans Park
(Park almost opposite the Freeman Hospital) 5Km Run starts at midday,
Drops down into Jesmond Dene, then back into the park for a final lap.
Northumbria Blood Bikes will have an awareness stand there 11am-5pm.

May

May

Saturday

Saturday

30
June

Saturday

6

June
Sunday

7

June
Sunday

7

June
Sunday

14

30

ASDA, Ryhope
Two days of awareness stands & bucket collections in one of
our regular venues. Please help us if you can spare an hour
or two...

Consett Fire Station: Uniform Services Day
From 10am-5pm: This event is free to the public. We’ll be there all day
with a bike, Mini-Motos etc. A good family day out with face-painting,
Police dog displays, a climbing wall & much more! Come and join us!
The Great North Dog Walk, South Shields
25,000 dogs expected to be going for walkies on the Leas, opposite the
Bamburgh Public House, South Shields. Guinness Book of Records will
be there, and so will Northumbria Blood Bikes!
Dobbies Garden Centre
A collection and Awareness stand at Durham Road, Birtley DH3 2BQ.
From 10am – 4pm …Come and join us!
Morpeth Town Fayre
A collection and Awareness stand all day, with a blood bike leading the
parade through the town! A great day out… come and join us!
www.northumbriabloodbikes.org.uk

FUNDRAISING HOTLINE:

facebook.com/northumbriabloodbikes

07766 479 770

twitter.com/northumbriabb
linkedin.com/company/2866951

- for any opportunities to
increase our funding through
sponsorship, locations for
collecting tins, supermarket
events etc…
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